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How do you solve a problem like the whole user? The construction of worthy and problematic users in online discussions of the public library

In this article I use a discursive approach and the concept of the ‘category entitlement’ to analyse the ways that contributors to a public Internet discussion of the value of the public library make cases for different user characteristics and behaviour as ‘worthy’ or ‘problematic’, and use these characteristics to discuss and debate the kinds of individuals and the kinds of behaviour that properly belong to each category. Contributors to the discussion represented users in three categories: a fluid ‘everyone’, which included people represented as being disadvantaged and in legitimate need of the library’s resources, expertise, and support; the user in-formation, whose worthy variant takes advantage of the library’s offerings to achieve success in economic, cultural, and civic domains and whose problematic variant fails to do so; and the visceral user who may meet bodily needs or engage in pleasurable non-purposive activities and who is deemed worthy or problematic based on their behaviour in the library space. Despite public libraries’ growing emphasis on serving the whole user, these public comments prioritise users who exercise their mind to develop into worthy members of a community and who meet behavioural expectations consistent with quiet intellectual activity.
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Introduction

Public library staff have long been concerned with how to handle users who pose problems for them and for other users. The professional library literature contains several typologies of ‘problem’ users or patrons (e.g., Shuman, 1989; Blessinger, 2002, Chattoo, 2002, Redfern, 2002). What makes users a ‘problem’ is typically expressed in terms of demographic categories (e.g., ‘the problem of homeless patrons,’ Blessinger, 2002) or particular forms of behaviour (e.g., Blessinger, 2002; Sheih, 2016).
The construction of some categories of users, or some classes of user behaviour, as ‘problems’ is not new. However, what counts as problematic varies over time and across contexts (Ferrell, 2010), and is neither uniform nor uncontested. For example, 19th century British public libraries sought to inculcate respectable values and habits in users such as punctuality, hard work, thrift, and self-control (Black, 2005). Female and juvenile users were viewed with particular unease (Peatling, 2002). In the 19th century USA, unemployed young men were seen to need moral and socially improving materials to counter the delinquency of the saloon and the street corner (Stauffer, 2016).

Attending to the representation of library users lets us see how some kinds of users and behaviours are described and understood as benign or problematic, with implications for public library users, staff, and services. In this article, I report a discourse analysis of the representation of worthy and problematic users in statements made on the public web in response to a Forbes post (Mourdoukoutas 2018a, b) that advocated for the replacement of public libraries with Amazon outlets.

In particular, I take up the concept of the ‘category entitlement’ (Potter, 1997) to analyse how the categories of worthy and problematic library user are constructed and contested. In an era when public libraries in many countries are moving toward serving the ‘whole user’ (Latham & Lenstra, 2018), it is useful to consider the ways that commenters, both supporters and critics of public libraries, represent the user, and the extent to which representations of unproblematic or worthy users and uses reflect the whole person (emotional, occupational, physical, social, intellectual and spiritual).

**Literature review**

Several Library and Information Science (LIS) scholars have taken a discursive approach to analysing the representations of library users in LIS research and
professional literature, library policy documents, and in library workers’ communications. Nardini (2001) found that metaphors in the American library literature between 1876 and 1926 developed through a remote storehouse with a legitimately reluctant user; a school and a church with users as students and prospective believers; industrial metaphors of workshops, laboratories, quarries, with labouring users; to offices and machines with users as customers or cogs. Nardini argues that, beyond simply functioning as means for describing the library and its work, ‘Metaphor became a way to disagree about libraries’ (p. 131). Barniskis (2016) showed that 21st century American public library mission statements use business metaphors and terms like ‘business-like’ and ‘respectful,’ which privilege quiet transactions that enforce particular social norms.

Foucauldian approaches show how institutionally privileged speakers’ statements construct the identities of users in ways that enable the operation and relations of institutional power. The ‘user-centred discourse’ in LIS research has been critiqued for representing users simultaneously as self-directed individual consumers -- to the neglect of broader social and cultural factors (Frohmann, 1994; Olsson, 2005, 2009/2016, 2016, Willett, 2016), and as deficient or needy; dependent on the intervention of the expert librarian counsellor who can diagnose users’ hidden mental states, propose treatments (Tuominen 1997), and relieve suffering (Haider and Bawden 2007).

Ross (1987, 2009) showed that metaphors dating back to the late-19th-century library literature support particular representations of readers and their worthiness as library users. The ‘reader with a purpose’ uses leisure time productively to make steady progress up the reading ladder, in contrast to the unworthy pleasure reader who is lazy and easily distracted. The child reader needs firm guidance away from mediocre works
toward ‘only the best’ books. The ‘reader as dupe’ is helplessly inundated by a deluge of substandard popular culture commodities. Other models represent the reader as an active meaning-maker, but Ross argues that these metaphors of the passive reader acted on by texts continue to pervade the professional literature and to shape reader’s advisory services.

Social constructions of children as library users are particularly telling because they suggest representations of children as future adults and society members, and hence give an idea of what future society ought to be and what the library’s role is in achieving it. McDowell (2011, 2014) shows that late 19th and early 20th century librarians used the metaphor of the reading ladder to represent children as expanding their knowledge, conforming to middle-class American expectations, and being transformed into better citizens through library use and librarian assistance. Behaviour and discipline were topics of significant discussion and debate. Stauffer (2014) found that the popular American construction of children in the nineteenth-century reflected concerns around children becoming delinquents and therefore a danger to society. Home and library were constructed as sites where children could be prepared for adulthood by being taught socially-acceptable moral values and cautioned of the consequences of transgression. A century later, children were framed as vulnerable and in danger from society; home and library were seen as safe spaces where children could be protected from the realities of adulthood. Stauffer argues that librarians’ views of childhood as a time to learn about and prepare for adulthood increasingly came into conflict with shifting societal and legal view of children as needing protection from sensational and controversial materials. LIS scholarship continues to be dominated by a developmental approach that represents children as needing training, education, and appropriate information systems, all of which must be provided by adult experts
This framing creates a position of power for adults and a position of need for children.

Discourses of delinquency shape representations of young adults as a ‘problem’ class of users (Chelton 2001, 2002). Bernier (2011) found that news media representations of youth as troubled, troubling, and dangerous may shape libraries’ responses to actual youth behaviours and lead them to overlook the civic roles youth play in communities. Given (2003) found that university and academic library policies similarly positioned ‘traditional’ (18-24 year old) students as immature and not sufficiently serious.

A common representation positions the public library as benefiting the community as a whole, contributing to democracy and the development and maintenance of a ‘free society’ (Barniskis 2016) or ‘the public’ (Newman 2007). Hedemark, Hedman, & Sundin (2005) found that Swedish public library journals designate users as an overarching target group (e.g., the public, everybody), reflecting a politically correct idea of the public library as a forum for general education in a democratic society. However more complex and problematic forms of reasoning underlie the construction of the ‘everybody’ that the public libraries are meant to serve. Youth is framed as important but troublesome, children are linked with protection, learning, supervision, and guidance, and ‘neglected groups’ is a heterogeneous category, whose common characteristic is a victim status. These representations are framed within four broad discourses. The general education discourse frames the user as someone in need of education. It distinguishes between high and low culture and therefore presents the public library as superior to common taste: holding quality literature over lesser entertainment materials. The pedagogical discourse defines the user as being unaware of their own unconscious information needs, which only the
librarian can diagnose. The information technology discourse speaks of a user as ‘customer,’ an individual with the right to demand library services but also in need of guidance. The information management discourse reflects market-economy thinking and conceptualises users as customers or clients; the role of libraries is to offer what users want. Although this discourse may appear to represent the user as capable, it takes for granted that users are ‘strong-willed, unafraid and focused,’ and de-emphasises the social responsibility implicit in the general education discourse.

Talja (2001) identified three interpretative repertoires, ‘relatively internally consistent, bounded language units’ (Wetherell & Potter, 1988 p.171), at play in interviews with music library users. The general education repertoire privileges the library as a site for education and the music collection as a repository of ‘high’ elite or mainstream music. Users are identified as music students or entertainment listeners and the library fosters, refines, and controls access to traditional musical taste. The alternative repertoire privileges the library as a place of social inclusion and therefore privileges a collection that reflects a diversity of musical forms and origins for a diverse user population. The demand repertoire sees the collection as properly following local demand and users as passive listeners or specialized fans (pp.64-65).

The scholarship shows that different constructions of users have developed over time and have shaped libraries’ treatment of users. In this article, I build on this literature in two ways. First, research to date has been limited to studying what library workers or LIS scholars have said about the user. I analyse how ‘the user’ is constructed in a public Internet discussion of the value (or not) of the public library. Second, rather than analysing representations of library users meeting particular demographic criteria, like children, or engaging in particular kinds of uses, like reading, I use the concept of the ‘category entitlement’ (Potter, 1996) to analyse the ways that
contributors to this discussion make cases for different user characteristics and behaviour as ‘worthy’ or ‘problematic,’ and use these characteristics to discuss and debate the kinds of individuals and the kinds of behaviour that properly belong to each category.

Methodology

On July 21 2018, an American economics professor posted and tweeted out an opinion piece on a Forbes blog (Mourdoukoutas 2018a) arguing for the replacement of local libraries with Amazon outlets. On July 23, after a robust Twitter critique, the author posted a revised edition (Mourdoukoutas 2018b). By July 26, the article URL produced a 404 error and a disclaimer from Forbes, and only archived versions of the original and revised article were available. Between July 21 and 28, the author’s two tweets and the article in its original and revised versions occasioned numerous spontaneous, spirited, and broad responses on the public Web debating and defending the value of the public library. These responses included statements about and descriptions of the kinds of users appropriately served by public library, and the appropriate and inappropriate uses that users might make of the institution.

To develop a corpus of these statements, I conducted two Google searches, one on 26 July and one 28 July, to capture responses in the week following the posting of the initial article. I also followed related public links that appeared on my personal Facebook feed between July 21 and 28 2018. I saved a local copy of all of the Google results pages and checked every URL, removing false hits, and saved local html, pdf, and/or Word captures of all potential corpus items. I went through all saved items and eliminated duplicates, (e.g., I only included a single instance of syndicated or reblogged articles but noted all URLs). I limited the corpus to text and image files, for example
eliminating video news items. The resultant corpus comprises 142 unique English-
language items (See Appendix 1) that a) were freely available on the open Web (e.g.,
excluding articles behind paywalls); b) were published or posted between July 21 and
28 2018; c) specifically mentioned the Forbes post (e.g., Seebruch, 2018 was excluded
from the corpus); and d) appeared in the results of my searches. The corpus includes
Twitter and discussion forum conversations; blog posts; local, regional, national, and
international news stories and editorials; and posts on content aggregator sites. The
original posts and tweets referenced ‘community’ libraries. Most responses explicitly
or implicitly referenced free public libraries, but others discussed academic libraries.

The corpus includes both short (e.g., individual tweets, summary posts linking to
larger items), and long items (e.g., long-form journalism and blog posts, strings of
Twitter responses, long discussion forum posts). Some items were authored by a single
individual, while others included hundreds of comments reflecting varied points of
view. Items originated from a variety of countries including the U.S.A., Australia,
Great Britain, Ireland, and Canada. Authors included library staff, people in the book
trade, journalism, technology, business, and the arts, library users and non-users, and
many anonymous and pseudonymous posters who provided opinions with little or no
autobiographical information. Mourdoukoutas’ two tweets received over 15 000
replies; I captured only the direct responses, expanding all of the first-level
conversations publicly available to non-followers. The corpus is therefore
comprehensive but not exhaustive, and represents a unique and by no means universal
set of representations of library users.

I entered all items into NVivo 12. I undertook data analysis in three stages.
First, I conducted a content analysis to identify instances of statements about the library
and its users. This allowed me to exclude, for example, discussion of Forbes’ economic
model and editorial policies, the author’s credentials, motivations, and the quality of his arguments. I coded a total of 2068 instances ranging from less than one line to full pages. Not all instances are unique; for example, many items reproduced a series of tweets, and several popular tweets were replicated across multiple items. In addition, many items quoted others directly. Coding for instances allowed me to take an initial pass through the full data set to understand what it contained. Second, I coded all instances broadly for content facets (e.g., users, resources, services). For this article I describe the analysis of the 1355 instances across 122 items that directly or indirectly mentioned users; for example, I considered mentions of library programs or services as implicitly referring to their actual or potential users.

As I coded for users, I noted that authors made explicit and implicit judgements about the worthiness of different kinds of users and uses. The third stage was to analyse those judgements to identify the category entitlements of worthy and problematic users. Jayyussi (1984, 73) identified five types of criteria that people use in defining the ‘category incumbency’ for particular groups: perceptual availability (what group members look like); behavioural availability (how group members tend to act); personal avowals (claims to belong to a particular group); third person declarations (what people say about them); and formal credentials. Two exemplars of previous research show how category entitlement has been analysed. Potter (1996, 136) observed that the criteria newspaper reporters used to distinguish ‘community leaders’ from other community members in stories were ‘diffuse’ and ‘particularly complex’. The category ‘community leader’ was not established by personal credentials or claims (e.g., ‘I am a community leader’), but membership in the category ‘community leader’ depended on what a person did and how they were perceived by other community members, was temporary rather than permanent, and was earned in complex ways. McKenzie and
Stooke (2001) analysed how the professional literature for teachers and librarians represents the category entitlements of ‘literacy experts.’ They found that writers for both audiences framed librarians’ entitlement around literacy expertise about children’s materials, teachers’ with reference to their pedagogical knowledge, and parents’ from their everyday access to and knowledge about their own children. The literature therefore carved literacy expertise into three discrete domains, over which each group claims primary expertise; children themselves were not accorded any expertise. The value of each domain was contested, with the result that representations of librarians' and teachers' professional expertise may devalue the work of parents and children, and each profession's specification of an exclusive domain of expertise can support the construction of barriers to meaningful collaboration among librarians, teachers, and parents.

For this study, I analysed the representations of users for the ways authors described, contested, and defended the criteria for membership in the categories of worthy and problematic user. In reporting my findings, I seek to present the breadth of category claims rather than providing an accounting of frequencies. I also present individual representations not as the perspectives of their authors but rather as indicative of broader discourses circulating in the developed English-speaking 21st century world.

Findings

In describing the library’s responsibility to serve users, many posts focused the broader collective, framing this in terms of community,

Libraries are vital! You cannot have a healthy community without one. [80]

A library is a flagship for a community, a reason people from other communities come to not only visit the library but spend money in that city. [6]
Libraries with trained staff are worth any tax required; even nonusers profit from their community's quality of life. [58]

An important function of libraries is to adapt to its community’s needs. They fill gaps of other agencies & prepare for future needs when those issues are remedied. [11]

society,

The role of libraries is to equip the whole of society with the skills, information, connections, and services they need to flourish. [67, 126]

or civilisation

Public libraries are this thing called the common good - we all share in paying for them so that others with less means benefit. It’s what humanity does to advance civilization. [58]

As Hedemark et al (2005) found, words like ‘everyone’ stood in for a general commitment to the collective.

We welcome everyone – no matter your age, gender, background, income—whether you come in a three-day old beard or three-piece suit. No Visa, membership, or fee is required when you walk through our doors [24];

[Libraries are] spaces of absolute equality, where anyone can come, regardless of financial resources, to study, learn, and hang out. You don’t have to purchase anything in order to get to sit in them, you don’t have to be means-tested or background-checked. They give the same things to everybody, and there’s something beautiful (and increasingly rare) about that. Privatization generally involves the elimination of that kind of place [45];

This effort echoes a sentiment I found etched across numerous other library systems—one of radical inclusion and desire to serve as many members of the community as possible. [63]
When authors listed categories of people to explain what ‘everyone’ included, they highlighted what Hedemark et al (2005) termed neglected groups.

We deal with everyone, that means everyone, including victims of violence, the homeless, the mentally ill, predators, etc. [29]

Did you know that public #libraries serve *everyone*, including *gasp* THE POOR? [11].

Beyond these general representations, authors discussed two more focussed categories of users, each of which comprises worthy and problematic variants. The first is the user in-formation, whose worthy self uses the library to improve their life and circumstances. The problematic user in-formation fails to take advantage of the opportunities the library provides. The second is the visceral user, who is deemed worthy or problematic based on their behaviour in the library space.

**The user in-formation**

Descriptions of the user in-formation are rooted in developmental metaphors and use the language of learning, progress, and betterment. ‘Everyone’ can use the library to help them improve their lives; members of neglected groups in particular demonstrate the promise that the library can support them in escaping their station and lot in life.

There’s also a population of homeless people who really do use the libraries’ resources to look for help like job search, shelter, rehab, to communicate with loved ones, get away from actual street life. [133]

Libraries are institutions of conscious equity. They ensure that the underprivileged, the unemployed, and the ignored have a place to go, and access to the resources necessary to improve their lives; from a glass of water and a bathroom, to access learning materials and job applications, to a place to study for an exam or finish an important report. [83]
Bookstores are not equal to libraries, they just aren't the same thing and to propose this idea is to take away free information from those who don't have a home life that fosters learning and progress. [57]

The issue is who has access to books, literacy, and life-enriching programs. It can't just be the people who can afford an Amazon Prime subscription. [74]

Posts contained three variations on the user in-formation that showed how a worthy – and appropriately purposeful and self-directed -- user could take advantage of the library’s resources, services, staff, and facilities for self-improvement. Users who failed to appreciate or take advantage of what the library offered were characterised as problematic.

The first variation, the ‘library-made user,’ presents the library as a place where users can develop and progress, and success is measured in economic and class terms.

you do know that an educated public can make your country more money right? There's a reason people have to learn how to read. [59]

As an economist, you’d think [the author would] understand the concept of economic mobility – the ability to move from a lower economic status to a higher one – and that libraries provide free access to experiences and information that helps equalize access to opportunities to change one’s own economic status in a city. [57]

As was the case in 19th century US and UK, the public library with its salutary materials and services is framed a place where a user can not only learn and climb the reading ladder (Ross 1987) out of poverty and into self-improvement, but also avoid falling into delinquency:

Yeah, close libraries and see a spike in teen pregnancy rates, drug use, and petty crime.... [55]
There is a lot of information out there which clearly demonstrates that the strongest and healthiest communities out there are those that invest in public education and public libraries and the arts and in helping to bring the poor up and out of poverty. Literacy rates, for example, are tied into crime rates. Third grade reading proficiency is actually a pretty good indicator of what future crime rates for a city might look like. [27]

The library-made user may learn through formal education or be a self-motivated autodidact.

Back in the 1800’s the public library was a place of knowledge and wonder. All you needed was a library card (or whatever other means they used back then) and you had access to more books than some of the richest people in the country. Books were expensive and if you could read, the library was the start of self education that could lead you to a prosperous life…. [57]

Reading is an important activity for the user in-formation, particularly the child.

Children become readers, readers become learners, learners become workers, as several first-person accounts and accounts of famous people attest:

Yes, mothers (and fathers, and grandparents, etc.) should read aloud to children at home. But what home has all the storybooks that could feed a growing child's mind? Also, storytelling sessions at a local library are good excursions for both the child and the person taking the child to the storytelling session, good for them to 'get out of the house', good for them to be interacting with others, good for them to experience other ways of telling stories (not all story telling sessions are just reading aloud from books), and good to BE in the community. /s/ Not a public librarian, but an academic one who can see the results of such activities 15-20+ years down the road. [71]

It is safe to say that the public library had a lot to do with my success in school and in the workplace. [123]
Abraham Lincoln educated himself at a library. So did Malcolm X. Scientists, historians, researchers of all types depend on libraries. Compared to the funding that libraries receive, the payoff they provide is huge. You can't know which kid will go on to change the world. /end [32]

The library provides this dream for all, but particular groups of users are identified as having specific needs to be met by targeted services. Everyone needs to know how to read, immigrants need to learn how to speak English, the unemployed need assistance in gaining employment, people over 40 need to learn technology:

Libraries also provide a stop-gap for where other social services end. We teach people how to read. We help boomers and early Gen X’ers learn new technologies and digital skills. We teach ESL and train for citizenship exams. We write resumes and cover letters. [11]

The unworthy user in-formation fails to take advantage of the library’s many opportunities for self-improvement,

I'm sure you can find plenty of illiterates at the library, but they're not there for the books. [95]

and risks not being financially successful and therefore not pulling their weight in contributing to the community.

If there's a problem with modern public libraries it's that many of the people who use them aren't the ones who pay for them. … Studies done by my local library have found it's being used by homeless, unemployed, and other people in similar situations. These are people who are not likely to be paying a property tax or even much of the city sales taxes. [101]

Thus, the user in-formation’s willingness and ability to engage in self-education and self-improvement becomes the threshold between maintaining worthy user status and slipping into the problem user category. This discussion summarizes the slippery slope
Commenter 1: After everything else, if you are poor af you can go to the library and get any book you want. They can even ILL [inter-library loan] it from libraries around the country or world. Since this is [a literature forum], I assume this has some value amongst us.

Commenter 2: What makes you think poor people use libraries for self-education or reading? That's a rather absurd claim.

Commenter 3: Libraries have definitely lost their way. They no longer prioritize book curation and research assistance. They fancy themselves an arm of the social services now.

Commenter 4: In my local city the library is a daycare for homeless people. It is disgusting [59]

The second variant of the user in-formation is cultural. Here, the worthy user succeeds in developing intelligence, discernment, and taste, and the unworthy user is relegated to consuming worthless popular material. We see metaphors of reading at play, and the physical book becomes an important vehicle for conveying cultural knowledge and capital.

It is a part of American Culture to provide a system of public libraries for the improvement of all minds. I am happy to pay my share of taxes, as libraries are an essential part of the fabric of our society. [95]

In more than one source, R.L. Stein’s Goosebumps series stands in both for the kind of culturally valueless material libraries and aspiring users in-formation should avoid,

Commenter 1: [Libraries] should be replaced by book drops and Amazon. Libraries are what's wrong if they had you reading Goosebumps. [59]

and for the hook that brings the child reader into the library where their tastes are educated as they are exposed to quality material.
Commenter 4: Libraries are the only good thing about this horrible country. Nothing beats my memories of borrowing R.L. Stein books and puppets when I was a poor little kid. I don't want to raise my children in a country that throws kids to the curb so that their natural drive to learn is milked by corporate shit heads who just want a quick buck. Libraries are a testament to humanity's greatest potential. To be able to archive all of human knowledge, art, and achievement bundled with public classes, help for the downtrodden, bettering the lives of children, and providing a local space - free from profit - for communities to organize and show their own art and achievement. [59]

Finally, the user in-formation may take advantage of the library’s resources to become an active and discerning citizen, engaging fully in democratic life with free access to information and sufficient information literacy to reject liberal or conservative (depending on the inclinations of the writer) misinformation. The user who fails in this task becomes a political dupe, at the mercy of the elites who would control their access to information and trick them into acquiescence with their political agenda.

‘Whatever the cost of our libraries, the price is cheap compared to that of an ignorant nation.’ — Walter Cronkite [85]

Libraries, along with public education, are among the last stalwarts of the democracy this nation envisioned. I also view libraries as defenders of the most important freedom of all, free access to information. [3]

Historically those with power overtly protected their position by keeping oppressed communities illiterate. This idea is a modern reincarnation. Libraries serve POC [people of colour], the poor, etc. They are where people apply for citizenship, register to vote, access social programs. [5]

I have lived in my current house, a block from my local library, for 20 years. I've only ever been there to vote, because it's my polling place. I happily pay taxes to keep it, and the public schools for the children I'll never have open, because I prefer not to live surrounded by people who are stupid. [29]
The visceral user

Descriptions of the visceral user focussed on the physicality of the user’s interaction with the library, its spaces, staff, resources, and programmes, and include the emotional dimensions of this physical experience. Evaluation of users’ worthiness hinges on the behaviour of their physical bodies.

The visceral user may experience the library as a place of both physical and emotional safety. This representation was a common feature of first-person accounts:

[The library] was the place I hid from my science teacher who demanded I dissect a frog and it’s the only place I’ve ever felt truly at home. [3]

One of my friends in grade school had an abusive & controlling step-dad. We used to spend hours in our local library because it was one of the only places he'd let her go. [29]

The worthy visceral may use the library to meet bodily needs:

In the library, you’re not loitering, you’re lingering, and there’s a world of difference in how that feels. Also, libraries can serve as cooling centers for people who don't have A/C when the temp exceeds 100F. [100]

Our library provides a space where [neglected groups] can use free computers and wifi, as well as access a climate-controlled environment with clean bathrooms and water. Many of our patrons arrive first thing in the morning from a homeless shelter and stay until a shuttle picks them up to take them back in the evening. [112]

The embodied pleasures of reading print books feature prominently in many descriptions of the visceral user in the library.

Commenter 1: I love libraries. No better feel than to just sit in one surrounded by books.
Commenter 2: Yes, the feel and smell of a book. I’m not one to sit on a phone or iPad and read – haven’t understood the whole idea behind that. Convenience, perhaps but the experience of reading a ‘book’ isn’t there. [3]

Even sexual activity may be presented as appropriate for the visceral user, as the emoticons and humorous responses to this disclosure demonstrate:

Commenter 1: I had sex at the [place] library :-)
Commenter 2: I dunno, one of the libraries in [other place] had a few secluded corners. :-(
Commenter 3: Heh heh... the stacks...
Commenter 4: Yes, I really love checking out the stacked - er, uh, stacks. [55]

In addition to meeting physical needs and desires, the worthy visceral user may engage in activities simply for their pleasurable aspects apart from any need to improve:

Growing up in my hometown back in the day, I spent most of my Saturdays at the library, reading books and looking at magazines …. I checked out books regularly, but just spending the entire weekend just looking magazines of all the pretty things I certainly didn't have at home. It was a nice form of escapism. [55]

know what else saveS folks lives? PLEASURE. There are still people who can’t afford tv and streaming services. Maybe grandma just wants to read a juicy romance, maybe your weird uncle on public assistance wants to study ancient gardening techniques. LIBRARIES DO THAT. FOR FREE! [A tweet, reproduced in several items including 11, 33]

What the library produces is joy. As an English teacher, i have created more joy in the life of cynical students by introducing them to the library, than by confining them to the classroom. Libraries are sacred. [3]

For the worthy visceral user, self-contained physical needs and purely pleasurable activities may appropriately coexist:
I use my library … to have a place to hang out on rainy days with kids, to work on my laptop when I need to get out of the house, to look at and post on the community bulletin board, to watch movies on days when school is closed, to attend cheap book sales, for shade and a quick water break on hot sunny afternoons, and for bathroom emergencies when my kids can't hold it downtown.

They are a great place for homeless people to sleep during the day, with bathrooms and water fountains, and if they are literate enough, stuff to read. Also daily papers they can read the comics in and do the crosswords.

However, the visceral user must conform to accepted behavioural norms in order to achieve or maintain worthy user status. While many forms of visceral behaviour, including playing, making noise, eating, drinking, toileting, and engaging in sexual activity, are implicitly or explicitly represented in relation to worthy users, each of these domains may render the user problematic and ill-behaved when it offends other users’ sensibilities or interferes with their use of the library.

At one point, Vincent Thomas, the attendant, escorts four grinning teenagers from the building. They seem harmless enough but Vincent darkly mutters about them being 'tried as adults.' What did they do? ‘They were messing with the chairs and annoying people,’ he says. The bane of his life, he says, is people eating at the desks. ‘A guy had curried chips one day. They’re like children taking food out of the bag. They think you can’t see them. They’re opening the sweets and the paper is crackling.’ He sighs. ‘You’ve some right ones.’

Too many patrons think they are in their own living room and do not understand the first tenet of Library Quiet Club: to be quiet…. People just do not have respect anymore is what I have gathered, and library staff are largely apathetic.

In the afternoon I meet someone I knew years ago. He tells me that he now lives in a tent and that the Central Library is one of the first things people tell you about when you become homeless…. ‘It’s warm in winter. You can charge your phone.'
The staff are very nice as long as you don’t fall asleep, because it embarrasses them more than anything else.’ [131]

No one needs librarians in the age of Google. The money could be better spent hiring security people who could eject foul-smelling ‘patrons’ more efficiently. [95]

Internet firewalls would be a solid investment too considering the amount of jerking off that takes place. Most of the time it’s the homeless so I don’t blame them; take it where you can get it. But I think most people would prefer NOT to see homeless dick when searching the stacks for a new cook book… [39]

In this corpus, the behaviour of people whose appearance, sound, or smell deviate from the quiet purpose of the user in-formation is particularly open to scrutiny and judgement.

**Discussion**

Considering the representations of users in relation to the categories ‘worthy’ and ‘problem’ reveals several interrelated constructions, many of which reflect representations found in scholarly or professional sources. As Barniskis (2016) and Hedemark et al. (2005) found, many descriptions focussed on a fluid ‘everyone’ as the library’s primary responsibility. When the category of ‘everyone’ was fleshed out, it generally included the ‘information poor’ (Haider and Bawden, 2007), or what Hedemark et al (2005) call ‘neglected groups.’ These users were represented as being disadvantaged and in legitimate need of the library’s resources, expertise, and support.

A developmental discourse underpins the construction of the user in-formation, who is positioned as deficient or inexperienced and needing to learn from the library programs, resources, or the expert staff (Tuominen, 1997). Children and students are commonly assigned to this category (Lundh, 2016; Rothbauer and Gooden, 2006;
Stauffer, 2014; Hedemark et al, 2005), as are recent immigrants and language learners. The user in-formation represents both the possibility of worthiness and the risk of problem status. The user in-formation may take proper advantage of the library’s offerings and climb the reading ladder (Ross, 1987, 2009; McDowell, 2011, 2014) to achieve success in economic (the library-made user), cultural (the cultured user, Talja, 2001), and civic domains (the informed citizen), or may fail to do so and become a problem: the lazy user, the boor, or the dupe. In relation to the facets of the ‘whole user,’ (Latham and Lenstra 2018) the user in-formation is primarily understood in occupational and intellectual terms.

Emotional, physical, social, and spiritual dimensions form part of the construction of the visceral user. The worthy, self-contained visceral user who engages in pleasurable activities is reflected in some metaphors of reading identified by Ross (2009). Descriptions of the problematic ill-behaved user reflect prior analyses of children, youth, and some students (e.g., Hedemark et al, 2005; Chelton, 2001; 2002; Bernier, 2011; McDowell, 2011; 2014; Given, 2003).

Figure 1 shows the relationship among the three main categories of users represented in the corpus, with the worthy and problematic variations of the user in-formation and the visceral user.

[Figure 1 near here]

Collectively, the corpus represents worthy library users as exhibiting a particular set of attributes and engaging in a particular set of behaviours that cut across the demographic categories LIS researchers and professionals typically use to describe library users. The visceral user and the user in-formation are distinct but are not, as the diagram suggests, always discrete. Two user demographics, ‘the child’ and ‘the
homeless person’ illustrate how these representations may interrelate.

A category like ‘the homeless’ may serve as an exemplar of both a worthy member of a neglected group whose presence demonstrates the library’s inclusive mandate and reach, and of the problem ill-behaved user whose body is noisy, smells, takes up space, or otherwise comes into conflict with the behavioural norms of other users or of the author of the opinion. This dual presentation echoes Schneider et al’s (2011) findings that Canadian newspapers present a unified narrative of homelessness which, on the one hand, exhorts readers to be sympathetic to the plight of homeless people, whilst on the other hand, presents ‘them’ as needing to be controlled and regulated to maintain social order.

In more general terms, the visceral user is worthy when their behaviour looks like the behaviour of users in-formation

yes, there are numerous vagrants accessing the libraries here. Mostly they use the internet or sit quietly in corners. I don’t have a problem with well-behaved homeless people using public services – they’re public, that’s what public means. [66]

The visceral user becomes a problem when their behaviour impinges on the uses of the user in-formation, as in these examples drawn from discussions of concerns about taking vulnerable children to the library where they might encounter people who represent unpleasant realities of the adult world (Stauffer, 2014). A ‘better, family friendly’ suburban neighbourhood is a place where such users are discouraged.

In many [U.S. state] cities, libraries have become homeless shelters, and day care for drug/alcohol addicts. The hobos use the bathrooms to clean and bathe...walls and floors decorated with human waste for the poor library janitor to clean up. … I don’t take my kids to our downtown library anymore. [101]
I have visited our downtown library and even recently there are still cops stationed there kicking out misbehaving individuals. Not sure how much longer that will last. But in reality I mostly go to outlying suburban branches in better, family friendly neighborhoods. [66]

Although children and the adults who bring them to the library are often taken for granted as worthy users in-formation, even they risk losing worthy status if they act in ways consistent with problem visceral users, such as taking up too much space and make too much noise.

   Children’s storytelling (morning out for mothers) can take place with the mother reading aloud at home. The mothers’ cars fill the parking lot at my library. Keep wonderful libraries for books and computer use [71]

   Although representations of the visceral user demonstrate popular views of the library serving as more than a place to exercise the mind, commenters privilege behaviour that indicates purposive uses. As Barniskis (2016) observes, ‘If the users seek lively, creative, or extemporaneous activity, they may need to go elsewhere. In a mission statement, the phrase “businesslike atmosphere” (especially when paired with the word “respectful”) could be code for “shush.”’

   Conclusion

   These representations of users are not surprising; other researchers (and no doubt, readers of this article), have observed them at work in the LIS scholarly and professional literature. What is surprising is to see these familiar representations appearing in descriptions written spontaneously by people who may have no professional connection to libraries, but who nonetheless felt compelled to respond – mostly, but by no means always, in support of public libraries – to a public questioning of library value.
Moss (2019) argues that it is through representations and stories like these that we make meaning of our world and our place in it. Some stories become dominant, and therefore exert a decisive influence in a particular domain ‘by insisting that they are the only way to think, talk and behave, that they are the only reality…. Fictional stories claim to be non-fictional statements: natural, unquestionable, inevitable; excluding or attempting to exclude other ways of understanding and interpreting the world’ (pp. 5,6).

There is much in common between the ways that contributors to the discussion of public libraries talk about users and what Moss (2019) sees as the dominant discourse in early childhood education, ‘the story of quality and high returns,’ which sees the education of individuals as the key to the health of the economy as a whole. As Moss explains (p.11), this story begins with a world full of problems, ‘including national survival in a fiercely competitive, dog-eat-dog global marketplace and a host of economic and social troubles.’ Through the application of the appropriate mix of appropriately-timed individual education and training interventions, ‘education and employment outcomes will improve, social problems will diminish, and survival in the “global race”, that vortex of ever increasing competition in the global marketplace, will be assured.’ Moss locates the origins and hold of this discourse in 20th century neoliberalism with its valuing of competition and choice, the pursuit of individual advantage, and the maximization of efficiency. He argues that neoliberalism has become so pervasive that it is treated as natural and self-evident: every aspect of life is swallowed up by the economic (2019, p.17).

The regularity of the online representations of public library users, and the fact that the stories told in this informal setting align with those told more broadly in LIS, early childhood education, and elsewhere, suggests that they represent a discursive formation. As Radford (2003) explains, Michel Foucault defined the concept of a
discursive formation as a regularity or order between ‘objects, types of statement, concepts, or thematic choices’ (Foucault 1972, p.3). Radford (2003) notes that Foucault’s scholarship raised ‘the discursive formation itself as a legitimate object of inquiry’ (p.4, emphasis in original); in other words, ‘ma[d]e strange what is familiar’ (p.7). The real significance of these representations of library users on the public web is therefore that they are not unique, that they are indicative of ways of thinking about users that are circulating more broadly in the neoliberal environment.

Discursive formations, such as the classification of books into subject categories and their subsequent arrangement on library shelves, have material effects and consequences (Radford 2003, p. 7). The classification a book under Philosophy rather than Art means that the book will be physically shelved with Philosophy titles. The prospective reader is thereby instructed to understand the book in relation to Philosophy literature, and in fact cannot find the book at all without venturing to the Philosophy shelves. The discursive formation of the library classification makes the relationship to Philosophy visible and the relationship to Art invisible. The classification of people similarly has material and potentially devastating effects and consequences as institutionally privileged speakers construct particular identities for groups of people like library users (see, for example, Bowker & Star, 1998).

Public libraries and other GLAMS (galleries, libraries, archives, and museums) have indeed taken great strides toward broadening collections, programs, and services to meet the emotional, occupational, physical, social, intellectual and spiritual needs of whole user (e.g., Davis, 2019.06.23). Although these public-web representations of library users include representations of the multifaceted whole user, the overarching behavioural norms represented in them prioritize exercising the mind in service of the
development of the user into a worthy member of a community, and the meeting of behavioural expectations consistent with quiet intellectual activity.

As Hedemark et al (2005) point out, multiple constructions may be at play at a single time; discourses related to what constitutes a worthy user, and correspondingly different understandings of the goals and purposes of the library, conspire and conflict. In a study of public library programmes for young children, McKenzie and Stooke (2012) found that when the goals and purposes of different stakeholders were in sync with one another, they produced positive consequences for staff and users, programmes and services. When library staff and users emphasized different values and goals, they saw different purposes for public library spaces, collections, programs, and services. In some cases the varying purposes were so different that they created negative consequences for individuals and institutions, such as tension or conflict, or the unintentional exclusion of participants from programs designed to be inclusive. McKenzie and Stooke argued that it is crucial to pay attention to the values and purposes emphasized by a variety of participants and stakeholders. If GLAMS privilege the dominant user-in-formation discourse, they risk excluding users whose behaviour may, for good reasons, not align with the expectations for quiet, productive work. At the same time, in an environment where funders of public institutions and the taxpayers who support them are seeking return on public investment, GLAMS ignore the dominant discourse at their peril (e.g., Tremonti, 2019.04.29). Attending to various stakeholders’ representations of the values, goals, and purposes of libraries and the characteristics of library users therefore becomes an important strategy, not just for LIS faculty who undertake research in this area, but also for staff whose goal is to serve the whole user and the whole community.
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